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The Battle of Arras, part of the Battle of France, took place during the Second World War on 21 May 1940. It
was an Allied counter-attack against the flank of the German Army, near the town of Arras, in north-eastern
France.The German forces were pushing north under Rommel towards the channel coast, to trap the Allied
forces that had advanced east into Belgium.
Battle of Arras (1940) - Wikipedia
The Battle of Arras (also known as the Second Battle of Arras) was a British offensive on the Western Front
during World War I.From 9 April to 16 May 1917, British troops attacked German defences near the French
city of Arras on the Western Front. The British achieved the longest advance since trench warfare had begun,
surpassing the record set by the French Sixth Army on 1 July 1916.
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History - 2014 Tour de France
BONUS POINTS. It was an innovation on the last Tour de France: bonus-point sprints will be reintroduced in
2019. Bonus seconds will be awarded at the top of the 8 following hills or mountains at key places of the
course:
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